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0. Introduction 

In this report the results will be discussed from screening experiments on coated CAN27 and 

KEMINAS samples. The aim of these experiments was to investigate the influence of ten factors 

on the moisture absorption efficiency. 

First the need and use of design of experiments will be argued. 

After that the designed experiments will be discussed. 

In the next two sections the analysis of the CAN27 experiment and the KEMINAS experiment 

will be discussed. 

Analysis of variance tables for both experiments are given in appendices. 

Finally, appendix 3 contains the interim report. In this report the reproducibility of the moisture 

absmption test on CAN samples is discussed. 

1. The design of the experiments 

The aim of the experiments on hydrophobe coatings for fertilizers CAN27 and Keminas was to 

investigate the effectiveness of coating mixture composition and other factors in the production 

process on moisture absorption. 

Usually it is most efficient to estimate the effects of several factors simultaneously. Efficient 

methods of experiment design enables the experimenter to obtain answers to questions that are as 

unequivocal and as little effected by experimental error as possible. They further permit sensitive 

data-analysis which can indicate what can legitimately be concluded about current hypotheses 

and can suggest new ideas for further experimentation. 

Because of the large number of factors involved, fractional 2"-experiments are most useful. They 

require relatively few runs per factor, they can indicate major trends and so determine a promis

ing direction for further experimentation. 

Replication, blocking and randomization are further tools to ensure that important main effects 

and interactions may be estimated with the smallest possible transmission of experimental error. 

The relevant response variable in these experiments was the absorption efficiency (y); it is the 

hydrophobe protection expressed as a percentage of the absorption in the uncoated product. 

Ten factors were investigated for their hydrophobe effectiveness of the coatings. Each of these 

factors was operated at two levels. 
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These factors were 

Letter Factor Low level High level 

A Product temperature ambient 50°C 

B Amine concentration 2.4% 9.4% 

c Concentration of micro cryst wax 3.0% 12.2% 

D Coating temperature 80°C 100°C 

E Type of micro cryst. wax Mobi12360 Witcodur 272 

F Concentration of coarsely cryst. wax 7.5% 30.3% 

G Rolling time 3min 15 min 

H Coating dosage 0.10% 0.25% 

J Concentration of phosphate ester 1.4% 5.6% 

K Type of coarsely cryst wax Ter Hell 5413 Fasting 5052 

The type of amine was NJAD 2 (Servo). The type of phosphate ester was a 50/50 mixture of 

VPTZ 100 and VPNZ 91100 (Servo). There was only one type of oil available: Nypar 10. 

Interactions that were considered potentially relevant were (in order of magnitude) 

AC, AF, EK, BJ, CE, FK, AE, AK, CK, EF and CF. 

For reasons of available time and space (climate room) it was not possible to carry out the com

plete experiment (210 = 1024 runs). 

In fact an experiment was carried out with 32 runs (treatment combinations) in 4 blocks. For each 

run 4 cylinders were preparated for an absorption penetration test. The 4 * 8 = 32 cylinders of one 

block were placed in the climate room for 72 hours. Simultaneously 4 cylinders with uncoated 

product were tested. 

The blocks were confounded with the four treatment combinations of the factors A and B. Part of 

the reason for this was the impossibility to vary the product temperature all the time. 

Furthennore the experiment was designed so that all main effects and possible interactions could 

be estimated independently. 

In fact the experiments were perfonned not quite according to plan. 

However, analysis of the data was much more hindered by the fact that location of the cylinders 

in the climate room was an important source of variation. This fact was not taken into account 

while designing the experiment. 

The treatment combinations in experimental order were 

Block 1 dfghjk Block 2 abcehjk 
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cefgk abdk 

ck abdhj 

cefghj abdefghj 

de abcfghjk 

dehjk abce 

dfg abdefgk 

chj abcfg 

Block3 acdefjk Block4 bgjk 

acdgjk befjk 

acdgh bcd/j 

aegj bgh 

acdefh bcdjhk 

afhk bcdegj 

afj befh 

aeghk bcdeghk 

Within the blocks the order of the treatment combinations was random. 

Also the location of the cylinders in the climate room was randomized. 

2. Analysis of the CAN 27 experiment 

Analysis of the CAN 27 data for the full model (with all main effects and interactions) shows that 

A, F, H, C, FK, EK, AF, AK and EF are significant at the 5% level. The effects B, CE, AB, FC 

and CK are significant at the 15% level. The other effects among which the main effects 

K, E, G, D and J are not significant. (See analysis of variance in App. 1 ). The estimate for the 

error variance is ~2 = 20.4. This variance is due to measuring errors and differences in location. 

Elimination of the location error shows that location is a highly significant effect; of the same 

magnitude as the measuring error. So this experiment confirms the conclusions from initial expe

riments described in the interim report (App. 3). 

Analysis of a model containing the significant effects (at the 5% level), the main effects K and E 

(which are involved in significant interactions) and the almost significant main effect B shows 

that all the effects in this model, except E and K, remain significant, while estimation of the error 
"2 

variance do not change much (a = 21.3). 

The final conclusion may be that the model with the main effects A, B, C, E, F, H, K and the 

interactions AF, AK, EF and FK fits the data best. 



In this model the effects A, F, Hand FK are of much more importance than the other effects. 

A further remark concerns the effects A, B and AB that were confounded with blocks. Effect A is 

so strong that it is unlikely to be caused by a blockeffect. In the initial analysis the effects B and 

AB both were almost significant. So in this case it is not clear whether the differences are due to 

these effects or to blocks. 

For the final model the estimates of the parameters are given in the following table. 

Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 23.0 H 2.7 

A 4.8 K -0.2 

B -0.9 AF 1.5 

c -1.5 AK -1.1 

E -0.6 EK 1.4 

F 4.0 FK -3.1 

The standard error of all estimates is V20.4/128 = 0.4. 

For the four combinations of E and K (type of micro cryst. wax and type of coarsely cryst. wax, 

resp.) the absorption efficiency (Y) can be written as a linear function of the quantitative factors 

(as concentrations). As a result we get 

Mobil 2360 and Ter Hell 5413 

Y =25.2 +5.9XA -0.9xa -1.5xc +1.1xp +2.1XH + l.5XAXF . 

Witcodur 272 and Ter Hell 5413 

Mobil 2360 and Fasting 5052 

y =22.0+ 3.1xA -0.9xa -1.5Xc +0.9xp +2.1xn + 1.5xAxF . 

Witcodur 272 and Fasting 5052 

y =23.6 +3.1xA- 0.9xa -l.5xc +0.9xp +2.1xn + 1.5xAxF . 

Herein x. = -1 for the low level and x. = + 1 for the high level of a factor. 

Under assumption of linear relationships between absorption efficiency and the quantitative fac

tors A, B, C, F and H the maximum efficiency seems to be attained for A, F and Hat the high 

level, B and C at the low level and for the combination Mobil 2360 and Ter Hell 5413. 
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The estimated efficiency isy =44.7. 

An interval estimate for this efficiency with confidence 95% is (42.0, 47.6). 

Note that the treatment combination for which the absorption efficiency is as high as possible 

within the experimental area (afh.) does nor occur in the experiments perfonned. 

3. Analysis of the KEMINAS experiment 

For KEMINAS the same design was perfonned. Analysis of the data shows that the main effects 

are highly significant except D (coating temperature). Furthennore, the interactions 

AB, AK, BJ, CF, CK and FK are significant at the 5% level. The location effect is also highly 

significant. The estimate of the error variance (after pooling of the non-significant effects) is 
"2 
a = 7.1 with 109 degrees of freedom (see App. 2). 

As in the CAN experiment some of the effects are much stronger than others. In this experiment 

the main effects F, B, H and the interaction BJ are at least four times as strong as the other 

effects. 

As in the first experiment A, B and AB were confounded with blocks. By assumption the interac

tion AB is negligible. Because, contrary to this assumption, all three effects are significant it is 

difficult to interpret these results. The main effect B is much larger than A and AB, so this may be 

an indication for a real B-effect. A further argument for this is the high significance of the BJ

interaction. The significance of A and AB may in whole or in part be due to block variation. 

The location effect is highly significant in the KEMINAS experiment as well as in the CAN

experiment. However. in the KEMINAS case the location of the cylinders in the climate room 

apparently was not randomized. As a consequence the location variance and the error variance 

can not be pooled as in the CAN experiment. A further consequence is that all effects have to be 

tested against the error variance, which is much smaller than the pooled residual variance in the 

CAN experiment. So more effects are found to be significant (which is not the same as impor

tant). 

As a result it seems acceptable to describe the situation with a model containing the important 

effects including the main effects involved. For this model the estimates of the parameters are 

given in the following table. 

Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 

Intercept 7.9 K -0.7 
B -2.7 J -0.7 
F 2.9 BJ 2.1 
H 2.3 FK -1.1 
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The standard error of all estimates is 0.24. However taking into account the location effect is a 

random factor the standard error is about 1.1. Presumably this is an overestimation because of the 

role the location effect played in this experiment. 

For the two types of coarsely crystalline wax the absorption efficiency (Y) can be written as a 

linear function of the quantitative factors. 

As a result we get: 

Ter Hell5413 

y = 8.6-2.7 XB + 4.0Xp + 2.3Xy -0.7 XJ + 2.1 XBXJ . 

Fasting 5052 

y =7.2 -2.1xB + l.8xp +2.3xy -0.1x, +2.1xBXJ . 

Herein x. = -1 for the low level and x. = 1 for the high level of a factor. 

Under the assumption of linear relationships between absorption efficiency and the quantitative 

factors B, F, Hand J the maximum efficiency seems to be attained forB, K and J at the low level 

and F and H at the high level. 

The estimated efficiency is y = 20.4. An interval estimate with confidence 95% based on the 

higher standard error for the parameter estimates is (14.4, 26.4). 

Note that here, apart from the levels of the factors not included in the model, the treatment com

bination for which the absorption efficiency is as high as possible within the experimental area 

(fh) did occur in the experiment performed . 

A further remark is that some of the measured efficiencies for this treatment combination and 

only one or two others were higher than 20.4. However all these values are inside the interval 

estimate. 

4. Conclusions and further remarks 

A first and very important conclusion from the analysis of the experiments is that further investi

gation is needed into the procedure for measuring the absorption efficiency. Particularly, the 

influence of the location in the climate room turned out to be considerable. Until now little is 

known about nature and working of this important source of variation. An other point is the role 

of the references. The efficiency was calculated with respect to the average moisture absorption 

of four reference cylinders (filled with uncoated fertilizer). These four reference cylinders were 

located in different areas in the climate room. If efficiencies are calculated with respect to the 

reference value of the nearest cylinder (instead of the average reference value) analysis on the 
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corrected values leads to similar conclusions. What matters is that location remains a highly 

significant factor. 

Furthennore it is questionable whether the absorption efficiency as expressed before is appropri

ate for comparing coatings for different fertilizers. For, the ultimate aim is finding coatings with 

an as good absorption protection as possible. 

Apart from the problems outlined above, the analysis indicates that all main effects except D and 

the interactions AF, AK, EF, FK, BJ, CF and CK are significant at the 5% level. 

For CAN 27 by far the most important effects are product temperature (A), concentration and 

type of coarsely crystalline wax (F, K, FK), and coating dosage (H). 

For KEMINAS the most important effects are concentration and type of coarsely crystalline wax 

(F, K, FK), amine concentration and concentration of phosphate ester (B, J, BJ), and coating 

dosage (H). 

Further investigation should be concentrated on these factors. Particularly attention should be 

payed to quadratic and higher order tenns in the model, because this was not possible in the 

experiments in question. 

With reference to the factors A and B, both confounded with blocks in these two experiments, it 

has to be noticed that conclusions are not very convincing for obvious reasons. As a consequence 

further investigation of the effect of blocks (that is, runs in the climate room) is necessary. 

Finally it has to be obseiVed that the experiments discussed here are only screening experiments. 

The aim was to find out what factors are mainly responsible for variations in absorption 

efficiency. More detailed infonnation can be obtained only by further well-designed experiments. 
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Appendix 1. Analysis of variance for the CAN 27 experiment 

Source DF Sum of Squares * Mean Square F-value PR>F 

A 1 2759.2 2759.2 135.5 .0001 

F 1 1610.6 1610.6 79.1 .0001 

H 1 1030.6 1030.6 50.6 .0001 

c 1 218.1 218.1 10.7 .0047 

K 1 1.5 1.5 0.1 .8797 

F*K 1 947.4 947.4 46.5 .0001 

E 1 32.4 32.4 1.6 .1944 

F*K 1 183.6 183.6 9.0 .0026 

A*F 1 183.7 183.7 9.0 .0013 

A*K 1 123.0 123.0 6.0 .0062 

E*F 1 83.4 83.4 4.1 .0795 

B 1 76.7 76.7 3.8 .0315 

C*E 1 74.7 74.7 3.7 .0865 

A*B 1 65.3 65.3 3.2 .0445 

C*F 1 54.8 54.8 2.7 .2144 

C*K 1 51.3 51.3 2.5 .1391 

G 1 15.4 15.4 0.8 .4308 
D 1 6.9 6.9 0.3 .6055 
J 1 7.0 7.0 0.3 .5930 

A*E 1 25.5 25.5 1.2 .2741 

A*C 1 7.5 7.5 0.4 .3481 

B*J 1 0.4 0.4 0.0 .8832 
Error 105 2137.6 20.4 

* Type III Sum of Squares. 
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Appendix 2. Analysis of variance for the KEMINAS experiment 

Source DF Sum of Squares * Mean Square F-value PR>F 

F 1 1038.3 1038.3 145.9 .0001 

B 1 893.5 893.5 125.6 .0001 

H 1 652.1 652.1 91.6 .0001 

B*J 1 553.0 553.0 77.7 .0001 

F*K 1 143.1 143.1 20.1 .0001 

C*K 1 84.8 84.8 11.9 .0008 

K 1 69.4 69.4 9.8 .0023 

J 1 64.5 64.5 9.1 .0032 

C*F 1 62.5 62.5 8.8 .0037 
A 1 60.6 60.6 8.5 .0043 

A*B 1 58.7 58.7 8.2 .0049 

c 1 55.8 55.8 7.8 .0060 
E 1 48.7 48.7 6.8 .0101 

G 1 40.5 40.5 5.7 .0188 

A*K 1 32.7 32.7 4.6 .0344 

Loc 3 845.2 845.2 39.6 .0001 
Error 109 5650.7 7.1 

* Type III Sum of Squares 
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Appendix 3. Analysis of Moisture Absorption tests on CAN samples 

(Interim report) 

0. Introduction 

0.1. The weight increase (mgtcm2) of cylinders with screened, unscreened, coated and uncoated 

CAN samples were measured after 24, 48 and 72 hours stay in a climate room. 

The aim was to investigate the reproducibility of the moisture absorption test Furthermore 

we were interested in the influence of size distribution, coating, location in the climate room 

and different batches on the moisture absorption. 

Further information on the test results and conditions can be found in the fax correspon

dence dd. june 14. and june 22. 1989. 

For convenience the location schemes are given at the end. 

0.2. The results are discussed successively for: 

1. TEST A data, 

2. TESTB data, 

3. TESTC data, 

4. TESTH data, 

unscreened, uncoated samples 

as 1. for different size distributions and different locations 

unscreened, coated samples from different batches 

unscreened samples from one batch located at different 

places in the climate room. 

In 5 general conclusions and remarks will be given. 

1. TESTA data 

1.1. From 10 unscreened, uncoated CAN samples (testnumbers 24-32) en 5 screened uncoated 

CAN samples, which have been mixed after screening (34-38), the weight increase was 

measured after 24, 48 and 72 hours. 

All samples were located in the centre of the climate room (see Fig. 1 at the end). 
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1.2. ANOV A-table 

Source Degrees of Sum of Mean Test P-value 

(of variation) Freedom (DF) Squares (SS) Square (MS) Statistic (F) 

A 

TL 

TQ 

Error 

Total 

A: 

TL: 

TQ: 

1.3. * 

* 

1 12.2 12.2 

1 539055.3 539055.3 

1 1173.9 1173.9 

41 15640.5 381.5 

44 555881.8 

unscreened (A) versus mixed (A*) testnrs. 23-32 resp. 34-38. 

linear component of time. 

quadratic component of time. 

0.03 0.86 

1413.1 0.0001 

3.1 0.087 

As could be expected there is no difference between unscreened and mixed samples. 

Also obvious is the linear relationship between time and weight increase. 

The P-value for the quadratic term for time is between 0.10 and 0.05, so quadratic 

relationship is dubious. 

The estimate for the residual variance is 382 (df = 41 ). 

2. TESTB data 

2.1. The weight increase from screened, uncoated CAN samples with different size distributions 

was measured after 24,48 and 72 hours. 

2-2.8mm. 

2.8-3.15 mm. 
> 3.15 mm. 

testnrs. 

" 
" 

11-14 

15-18 

19-22 

To investigate the influence of location in the climate room, some cylinders were placed 

along the walls (see Fig. 1 ). 
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2.2. Regression analysis on the data gives: 

Variable Estimation P-value 

Intercept 357.6 0.0001 

DL 9.8 0.0018 

DQ -6.5 0.0001 

TL 136.5 0.0001 

TQ -4.1 0.0001 

LE 7.6 0.1192 

Rl 19.3 0.0001 

BA -32.9 0.0001 

DO 25.8 0.0001 

TL*RI 10.2 0.0193 

TL*BA -7.8 0.0641 

DL*DO -12.5 0.0043 

TL*DO 7.9 0.0342 

"2 
a =46.5 (d/=23) . 

The coding of the variables is as follows: 

DL=-1 forB 1 DL= 0 forB 2 DL=1 forB3 

DQ= 1 for B 1 DQ=-2 forB2 DQ=l forB3 

TL=-1 for24 hrs TL= 0 for48 hrs TL=1 for72 hrs 

TQ= 1 for24 hrs TQ=-2 for48 hrs TQ=l for72 hrs 

LE= 1 for left LE= 0 else 

R/=1 for right Rl= 0 else 
BA = 1 for back BA= 0 else 

DO= 1 for door DO= 0 else. 

2.3. * Both the linear and the quadratic tenns of time are highly significant. The parameter 

estimates are 134 and -3.6, respectively. 

The size distribution is also highly significant. Roughly speaking, the weight increase 

for the middle class size distribution is higher than for the lower and upper class. 

For example, after 72 hours the average weight increases are 486 for B 1, 528 for B 2 

and 479 forB 3· 
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The location in the climate room seems to be rather important. 

The left hand position is not different from the centre of the room. At the right hand 

side and opposite to the door, the weight increase is significantly higher than at the 

centre. At the back the weight increase is lower than at the centre. 

The average increases at the different locations are 

left 480 

centre 490 

right 537 

back 454 

door 523 

The various factors do not work independently. Interactions are found between loca

tion and time and between location and size distribution. 

The estimate of the residual variance, 46.5 (df = 23) is much smaller than the estimate 

found from the TEST A data. This is due to the fact that location and size effects are 

eliminated. 

Some residuals are large. It may be that the fitted model is not very adequate; it leaves 

some variation unexplained. 

The design of this experiment is not orthogonal. This means that the parameter esti

mates are badly conditioned. Therefore, the interpretation of the parameters is 

difficult. 

3. TESTC data 

3.1. The weight increase for CAN, NSM-like coated samples in three batches was measured 

after 24, 48 and 72 hours. 

All cylinders were located in the centre of the climate room and spread over the centre as in 

test A (see Fig. 1). 

The testnumbers 6 and 7 are outliers, so they are left out. 

batch 

" 

" 

1 

2 

3 

testnrs. 

" 

" 

1-5 

8-10 

40, 41, 43, 44,46 
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3.2. ANOV A-table 

TL: 

TQ: 

3.3. * 

* 

* 
* 

Soure Df ss 
Batches 2 1403.4 

TL 1 295572.0 

TQ 1 715.0 

Error 34 7134.3 

Total 38 

linear component of time 

quadratic component of time 

MS F P-value 

701.7 3.34 0.0472 

295572.0 1409 0.0001 

715.0 3.41 0.0736 

209.8 

The difference between the batches is just significant at the 5% level. 

The linear time effect is highly significant, as in other experiments. The estimate is 

106. 

The quadratic time effect (estimate -3.0) is almost significant. 

The estimate of the variance is 210 (df= 34). 

4. TESTH data 

4.1. Cylinders from one batch of unscreened CAN were located at different positions in the cli

mate room. After 24, 28 and 72 hours the weight increase was measured (see Fig. 2, loca

tion scheme for the TESTH data). 

4.2. Regression analysis shows 

Variable Estimation P-value 

intercept 385.3 0.0001 

TL 149.3 0.0001 

TQ -4.6 0.1391 

RI 38.7 0.0016 

BA -33.2 0.0055 
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"2 
0' = 537 (df= 25) . 

The coding of the variables is as in the TESTB data. 

4.3. * As before, time is a highly significant factor, at least the linear component. 

* Location is, as in the TESTB data, a source of variation. Particularly, at the right hand 

side and at the back other values were measured than at the centre and at the left hand 

side of the climate room. The average increases after 72 hrs are 

left 535 

centre 528 

right 578 

back 487 

The results are like those found in the TESTB data, i.e. at the right hand side higher 

values, at the back lower values than at the centre and at the left hand side. 

* The estimate of the residual variance (537) is rather high in comparison with other 

results. This may be caused by the great differences at the centre. Leaving out the 

measurements 9 and 26 (the extreme values at the centre), the residual variance is cal

culated to be 157 (df = 19), which is in better agreement with other estimations. 

Estimations of other parameters don't change very much. 

5. General conclusions and remarks 

5.1. * It is no surprise that weight increases with time. The relationship seems to be qua

dratic. 

* 

* 
* 

* 

It appears that the weight increase for the middle class size distribution (2.2-2.8 mm.) 

is higher than for the upper and lower class. 

Different batches give different weight increases. 

The weight increase depends on the position in the climate room. At the right hand 

side and opposite to the door higher increases were measured than at the centre and at 

the left hand side. At the back lower increases were measured. 

Furthermore it seems that at the centre, the variation in weight increase can be pretty 

high. 

The estimate of the residual variance after elimination of variability in consequence of 

size and location seems roughly to be between 50 and 100. It may be that the residual 

variance for coated samples is a bit larger. 
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Because of non-orthogonal experimentation, some conclusions and interpretations of 
parameter estimation are questionable. 

To obtain more insight in the structure of the variability, further well-designed experi
ments are needed. Particularly, the role of the location in the climate room needs 
further investigation. 
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Fig. 1. Location scheme for the A-B-C-data 
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Fig. 2. Location scheme for the H-data 
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